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So far as we can judge, the leaven of all Palestinian uprisings
at the time of Jesus lay in the Messianic hope. Apart from
the numerous enthusiasts who claimed " to be someone," i.e.
attempted, whether in good faith or not, to pass themselves off
as " The Coming One" every petty incident between Zealots
and Roman police seemed in the eyes of its leaders to be indeed
the Great Beginning and an enterprise sure of Jahweh's aid.
For this reason, the most crushing failures never damped their
ardour. Last time, they said, God's hour had not struck, but
every day brought it nearer, and who could tell whether this
time it had not arrived ? Such was the thought, or at least the
feeling, of all those enthusiasts who were eager for adventure.
It was rare indeed even for the most paltry pretender to be
unable to enlist in his cause some hundred credulous souls, and
it only needed a glimmer of success to swell the hundreds into
thousands. The people were not, perhaps, living at such a
high tension as has been supposed, but the livelier elements
among them certainly were, and their activity, ever ready
to burst restraint, quickly spread the infection of frenzy and
fanaticism around them, producing the rashest adventures.
Romantic memories of the Davidic or Hasmonsean past, the
recollection of Jahweh's promises, prophecies drawn from con-
temporary events, miracles and signs of divers kinds, all would
serve to obliterate reason and foster hopeless enterprises. The
Romans had good reason for adopting towards these Palestinians
an attitude of distrust and suspicion, easily regarded by these
chronic malcontents as in itself a provocation. It was all a
fatal vicious circle, whose evil effects went on increasing from
the period with which this book closes until the middle of the
second century a.d.
From the purely religious point of view, it is necessary to
abandon, once for all, the time-honoured picture of the dosed
fence, cutting Israel off from its geographical neighbours and
from the whole life of the East. We have seen that there were
large breaches in the fence through which influences of the most
varied origin and nature penetrated to the heart of Jahwism.
In order best to describe the real state of affairs, we have been
obliged to speak of variety, mixture, and syncretism. Un-
doubtedly, our first impression is one of rigorous legalism,
meticulous observance, excessive religious scruples, and pedantic
interpretation of the Law. The Scribe and Pharisee seem to
dominate Jewish piety and religion. This, however, is a false
impression, explicable by the fact that most of the documents
preserved to us come from the hands of priests or doctors of
the Law, and direct our attention only to the outer surface of

